The project kick-off meeting was held on April 22, 2015. The CWU project team meets online bi-weekly with MediaAMP team members. MediaAMP development demonstrates what has been built during the sprint that is in current review. This allows the project team and stakeholders a chance to see progress on the working product and provide feedback. The sprint review meeting is valuable to the development team as it provides an opportunity for the team to showcase new portal features or architecture. The team has moved into the Deployment phase of the project (which includes training on administration of the CWUTV Portal).

Currently Sprint 1 through 9 have been reviewed and completed. Sprint 10 Review is scheduled for September 2, 2015.

Beginning Fall Quarter 2015, the new CWU MediaAMP multimedia portal called CWUTV will be live. Public Affairs will administer and govern CWUTV.

The beginning of Winter Quarter 2016 Public Affairs will start a deployment of other channels.